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Build 9
Update Details:
** Enhancements
[IP-3374] - Tenerum Payment Interface
[IP-3396] - Option to disable Points Redemptions as Discounts
[IP-3422] - Synchronize - option to extract data from selected terminals from single terminal database
[IP-3443] - Yes/No Option: Print Large Delivery Date on Web Orders
[IP-3456] - Xero OAuth2: Search for specific Organisation Name when using multiple organisations
[IP-3461] - Newbook Interface - support for multiple scan codes per booking
[IP-3463] - Support for Tyro Connect eCommerce Interface
[IP-3464] - Support for Mr Yum eCommerce Interface
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Accounting Interface
Xero OAuth2: Search for specific Organisation Name when using multiple Organisations
This function adds support for searching for a specific Organisation Name from when configuring Idealpos with a
Xero Account that contains multiple Organisations.
This feature can assist with the Xero setup process in Idealpos, especially when setting up Idealpos with a Xero
Account that contains numerous Organisations.
To use this function, go to: Setup > Global Options > Accounting
Enter the Organisation into the Organisation Name field, then press the “Get Accounts” button.

Idealpos will display a Xero login screen via a popup prompting you to enter your Email Address, Password.
You will also need to complete two form factor authentication during this process.
The entered Organisation Name will be matched with the Organisation in your Xero Account.
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Customer Loyalty Points
Option to disable Points Redemptions as Discounts
This function enables the ability to control whether Point Redemptions are treated as discounts or not.
By default, this option is enabled and before the ability to control this option was introduced, it was hard-coded as
enabled. Therefore, leaving this option enabled will result in the system behaving in the same way as it previously
did.
Note that toggling this option does not affect or impact the Customer’s ability to redeem points.
It is used as a means to alter the way Idealpos reports on Point Redemptions.
When this option is enabled, any Point Redemptions that occur will be treated as a Discount, and therefore when
running reports in Idealpos where a Point Redemption took place (e.g. Stock Item Sales Report), the Discount
Column will show the redemption as a discount.
If this option is disabled, any Point Redemptions that occur will not be treated as a Discount and when running
reports in Idealpos where a Point Redemption took place (e.g. Stock Item Sales Report), the Discount column will
not include redemptions.
This function may be beneficial to sites which use an external point system via third-party software and have
discounts reimbursed by an external party. Therefore, these types of sites will not want to have redemptions
treated as discounts, as this type of reporting alters the actual margins displayed.
To configure and use this function, go to:
Setup > Global Options > Customers > Miscellaneous
Toggle the “Redemptions treated as Discounts” checkbox to enable or disable this function
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To demonstrate this function, the following examples of the Stock Item Sales Report have been included.
The below example shows the Stock Item Sales Report where a Customer redeemed points to purchase 3 COFFEE
Items while the option was enabled. Take note of the annotated columns.
The green annotation represents columns that are unaffected/unchanged by the “Redemptions treated as
Discounts”.
The orange annotation represents columns that will change depending on whether the “Redemptions treated as
Discounts” is enabled or disabled.

The below example shows the Stock Item Sales Report where a Customer redeemed points to purchase 3 COFFEE
Items while the option was disabled. Take note of the annotated columns.
The green annotation represents column that are unaffected/unchanged by the “Redemptions treated as
Discounts”.
The orange annotation represents columns that will change depending on whether the “Redemptions treated as
Discounts” is enabled or disabled.
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eCommerce Interfaces
Support for Mr Yum eCommerce Interface
This function adds the ability to configure Idealpos with the Mr Yum eCommerce Interface.
Mr Yum is an ordering service which allows customers to place orders from their table using their own smart-phone
device.
Each table will contain a QR Code that Customers will scan with their own mobile device.
Their device will then display the menu for your Venue from the Mr Yum site and display the items that you have
available to order.
The Customer will select the items they wish to order then they'll pay for them from their device.
Once payment has been processed, the order will be sent to the Kitchen Docket Printer (provided that
Automatically Send Orders to Kitchen Printers is enabled), ready for preparation by the Chef.
The order will arrive into the Idealpos terminal as a Web Order and will be displayed at the top of the POS Screen
(provided that auto-finalise Pre-Paid Orders is not enabled).
This process is all web-based and the Customer does not need to download or install any app on their device.
For more details about Mr Yum, click here to visit their website.
This eCommerce Interface is configured via Idealpos Online, and therefore, an Idealpos Online
Subscription/Account is required to set this up. In addition, a Mr Yum Account is also required.
As there are a number of steps involved to configure this integration, please refer to the topic in the User Guide by
clicking here which outlines the steps in further detail.
Alternatively, browse to the Idealpos Online eCommerce topic, then select “Configure Mr Yum in Idealpos Online”.
In summary, the below is required to setup this interface:
• Idealpos Online Subscription
• Mr Yum Account
• API Key
• Shop Domain
• Idealpos 7.1 Build 9 or higher
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Support for Tyro Connect eCommerce Interface
This function adds the ability to configure Idealpos with the Tyro Connect eCommerce Interface.
Tyro Connect is a service provided by Tyro which acts as integration hub by connecting to apps and services of thirdparty companies such as me&u.
The advantage to utilising this integration is that once you've configured your Idealpos Online eCommerce solution
to communicate with Tyro Connect, you will be able to access and utilise the many eCommerce apps or solutions
that are offered by Tyro Connect.
In the initial Idealpos Online eCommerce integration with Tyro Connect, we are supporting me&u.
This eCommerce Interface is configured via Idealpos Online, and therefore, an Idealpos Online
Subscription/Account is required to set this up. In addition, a Tyro Connect account is also required.
As there are a number of steps involved to configure this integration, please refer to the topic in the User Guide by
clicking here which outlines the steps in further detail.
Alternatively, browse to the Idealpos Online eCommerce topic, then select “Configure Tyro Connect in Idealpos
Online”.
In summary, the below is required to setup this interface:
• Idealpos Online Subscription
• Tyro Connect Account/me&u Account – Tyro Connect should be able to organise this for you
• API Key
• Shop Domain
• Idealpos 7.1 Build 9 or higher
To utilise me&u with the Tyro Connect Interface, you will also require beacons which will be placed at each table in
your venue. Customers will tap their device against the beacon to gain access to the me&u functionality so they can
place their order via their smart-phone device.
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Payment Interface
Tenerum Payment Interface
This change includes the ability to configure Idealpos with the Tenerum Payment Interface.
The Tenerum Payment Interface is only available to Customers in the United States.
As there are numerous steps involved to setup and configure Tenerum, please refer to the Tenerum Payment
Interface topic in the User Guide for more details about setting up this integration.
In summary, the below points outline the process involved with setting up this Payment Integration:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that Tenerum has been enabled in the Licence Gateway.
Connect the Verifone VX805 Payment Terminal (Power and Ethernet Connection is required at each
location where the Payment Terminals will be placed).
Entering Tenerum Settings into Idealpos (these settings will be supplied by Tenerum).
Configuring Function Descriptor and Tender.
Printer Configuration (for receipt printer used for issuing receipts if not configured already).
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Room Interface
Newbook Interface – Support for multiple scan codes per booking
This function adds the ability to have multiple scan codes/wristbands linked to one guest account in Newbook.
The steps required to enable support for this feature are minimal and assume that Newbook is already configured
on your system.
To configure and use this function, go to:
Setup > Global Options > Interfaces > Room Interface
Ensure that “Use Scan Code” is enabled.

When multiple wristbands have been linked to one guest account, Newbook will supply a file which includes the
wristbands that have been linked to the account. An example of this is shown below:
1. 20008
2. 30008
3. 40008
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When a wristband is scanned into the Room/Search box, Idealpos will look up and retrieve the correct room:
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Synchronise Database
Synchronise – Option to extract data from selected terminals from single terminal database
Note that the Synchronise feature in Idealpos is an advanced function and should therefore only be utilised by
Users who are familiar with it and are aware of what they are doing.
Before using this function, it is important to understand that each Idealpos POS terminal on the network contains
sales data that took place on the current terminal as well as sales that took place on other terminals (provided that
Packet Filtering hasn’t been configured to exclude specific packet types from being transmitted between
terminals).
This change adds functionality to the Synchronise function in Idealpos (accessible via Utilities > Synchronize).
Previous to this change, an option called “Retrieve Data of All Terminals from a Single POS Terminal” was available
and could be enabled. The way this function previously worked is outlined as follows:
•

If this option was enabled/ticked, the sales data of all other terminals would be retrieved from the single
terminal that was selected from the left-hand side list.
E.g. Running the Synchronise function at POS 1 on a network that contains 3 POS Terminals (POS 1, POS 2
and POS 3), only ticking POS 2 and enabling the “Retrieve Data of All Terminals from a Single POS Terminal”
would result in POS 2 and POS 3 sales data being removed from POS 1, then the retrieval of POS 2 and POS
3 sales data from POS 2.

•

If this option was disabled/unticked, the sales data would be retrieved from the terminals themselves that
were selected on the left-hand side list (meaning that the data was pulled from the actual terminals
selected in the list) as opposed to only getting the data from a single terminal on the network.
E.g. Running the Synchronise function at POS 1 on a network that contains 3 POS Terminals (POS 1, POS 2
and POS 3), ticking POS 2 and POS 3 and disabling the “Retrieve Data of All Terminals from a Single POS
Terminal” would result in POS 2 and POS 3 data being removed from POS 1.
Then POS 2 sales data being retrieved from POS 2 and POS 3 sales data being retrieved from POS 3.

The old checkbox which has been modified is shown below (before the change):

The above functionality and User Interface checkbox has now changed and the new functionality is outlined on the
next page with examples. This was done to allow further control over which terminal the data was being retrieved
from.
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The “Retrieve Data of All Terminals from a Single POS Terminal” has now been renamed to “Extract Data of
Selected Terminals from database at” with a dropdown box where a single POS terminal can be chosen from the
list.
Using an environment containing 3 POS Terminals as an example, the “Extract Data of Selected Terminals from
Database at” works as follows:
•

Scenario: Running the Synchronise function at POS 1, ticking POS 2 and POS 3 under “Select Terminals to
retrieve data from” and enabling the option “Extract Data of Selected Terminals from Database at” with
POS 2 as the POS terminal chosen in the dropdown list.
Outcome: Sales Data of POS 2 and POS 3 are removed from POS 1 (the terminal which this Synchronise
function is being executed on).
Sales Data of POS 2 and POS 3 is then retrieved from POS 2 (as this is the terminal which was selected from
the dropdown box). This received data is used to update POS 1.
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•

Scenario: Running the Synchronise function at POS 1, ticking POS 2 and POS 3 under “Select Terminals to
retrieve data from” and unchecking the option “Extract Data of Selected Terminals from Database at”.
Outcome: Sales Data of POS 2 and POS 3 are removed from POS 1 (the terminal which this Synchronise
function is being executed on). POS 2 Sales Data is retrieved from POS 2 and POS 3 Sales Data is retrieved
from POS 3. The retrieved data is used to update POS 1.
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Yes/No Options
Yes/No Option: Print Large Delivery Date on Web Orders
This function adds the ability to enable the printing of a large delivery date on Web Orders.
By default, this option is disabled so that the Delivery Date will print in small font type.
When enabled, the Delivery Date printed on Web Order Kitchen Dockets will be printed using the same font size as
the Customer Name which is also printed on the Web Order Kitchen Docket.
The pre-requisite for this function is that your system is configured with an eCommerce Integration such as Shopify,
Mobi2Go, etc.
The below steps assume that your system is already configured with an eCommerce Integration.
To configure and use this function, go to: Setup > Yes/No Options
Enable “Print Large Delivery Date on Web Orders”

Close the Yes/No Options window to save the change.
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Order an item from your eCommerce site which is configured to send to the Kitchen Printer(s).
After the order has been finalised, it will be sent to your store and the Kitchen Docket will also print.
Note that if the option “Automatically Send Orders to Kitchen Printers” is disabled in Setup > Global Options >
Interfaces > eCommerce, you will need to manually print the Web Order to the Kitchen Printer.
This can be done by clicking on the Web Order button at the top of the POS Screen, selecting the order from the
list, then press the “Print Kitchen” button.
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The Kitchen Docket will print with the Expected Date in large font type as per the example below:

